
The Treasury Department conducted numerous experiments on different 
currency papers in the 1930s. Well-known are the Series of 1928 X-Y-Z and Series of 
1935 A-B-C $1 silver certificate experimentals.  

Two other tests conducted mid-decade utilized Series of 1935 $1 silver 
certificates printed on two distinctive lots of currency paper manufactured with 
titanium dioxide as an additive. Both paper lots were numbered and presumably 
circulated to study the durability of using such paper. 

Titanium dioxide is a common salt composed of titanium and oxygen, with 
many industrial uses. Because it strongly diffracts light, it is frequently used as a 
white pigment in common items such as toothpaste, paints, and sunscreen. When 
added to paper pulp it increases the paper's opacity, which minimizes the 
interferences caused by the designs on one side of the paper showing through the 
other side. 

Documents dated prior to the Treasury's experimenting with titanium dioxide 
paper expressed treasury officials' concern about the transparency of the "thin" 
currency paper then in use. The intaglio designs often showed through to the other 
side, which detracted from the aesthetic quality of the notes.  

To hopefully resolve the problem Treasury officials requested their supplier, 
Crane & Co., to deliver two special lots of currency paper prepared with varying 
amounts of titanium dioxide.  

The Treasury conducted the tests during 1936-37. The first lot of paper 
contained 2% titanium dioxide. The Bureau of Engraving and Printing numbered 
those notes with serial numbers B84840001A-B85632000A in May-July 1936.  

The second lot contained 1% titanium dioxide, and the Bureau numbered 
those with serials F71100001A-F71808000A from December 1936-March 1937. 
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The Treasurer accepted the B-A notes on July 22, 1936, and the F-A notes the 
following year from March 10-16. No records exist of how the B-A notes were 
distributed, but there is a detailed record of where the F-A notes went.  

Of those, the Treasurer shipped serials F71100001A-F71328000A to the St. 
Louis Federal Reserve Bank; F71328001A-F71428000A to the branch reserve bank 
in Louisville, Kentucky; F71428001A-F71628000A to the branch at Memphis, 
Tennessee; and F71628001A-F71808000A to banks locally in Washington, D.C. 

Shipping of the notes to reserve banks, at least in the case of the F-As, was a 
positive sign they were circulated. Unfortunately, I've located nothing to indicate the 
outcome of either experiment, or whether titanium oxide became a normal additive to 
currency paper. The Treasury files have yet to reveal that answer.  

I've searched for notes from both blocks, including doing an exhaustive search 
of Heritage's auction archives, but have found none. If you find one, I'd like to know. 
Send me an email at fivedollarguy@optonline.net. 
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